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About This Game

Stranded, all alone on a deserted Island. How will you survive?

Orc Island is a game of skill and survival. You must combat the elements and struggle to survive.
Farm crops, hunt and scavenge for resources. Dig deep into the earth for minerals to make the tools necessary to survive. Orc

Island is alive with wild life and a friendly soul named Gronk, who will help you combat the challenges that lay ahead. Although
beware, when night time arrives the Orcís come down from the mountains and challenge you for your crops and resources.

Choose to battle them or run to survive another day.
Orc Island is challenging, but you will be rewarded!
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Really fun game. Quite fun story despite trying too hard to be dark and twisted and falling flat with too lighthearted scenes and
silly dialogues. The entire plot is also very hard to take seriously. But there aren't enough VNs about incestuous murderous
sociopaths so it gets a pass.. I have downloaded, it says it's in my library, but every time I try to play, it boots me out to the
download page. ???. So, this game has a few problems. Honestly it feels like it's still early access. It's kinda buggy, lots of
clipping textures, a lot of items that don't do anything or aren't used for anything, a bunch of clearly unimplemented features,
the combat is boring, and can mostly be done by spamming left click and occasionally dodging. It feels pretty sparse in terms of
content, lots of frameworks for features and places for content to be, but not much actual content within. The voice acting isn't
great, and is also inconsistent as to what is and isn't voiced, on occasion cutscenes and conversations will switch back and forth
between voiced and unvoiced in the same scene. The game is generally unpolished, and somewhat frustrating at times. THAT
BEING SAID..... This game is incredibly charming and fun, all the characters are interesting and enjoyable to interact with. I
really look forward to what Pathea will do with the framework that they have put up, and the content that is sure to come in the
next few months\/years. This game is very much worth the price tag, and more so if purchased on sale.. Hot Busty Rocker Babes
Enough Said!!!!!!. Nice game I realy like it but the finishline is a flagg and I always fly over it so I dont finish and that makes
levels sometimes realy hard.
I also got the game for free maby because I one bridgeconnstructor, bridgeconstructor Medieval and bridgeconstructor
playground?
But overall i realy liked and recommend this game! its is realy fun!. I played the freeware version those many years ago and
loved it. Makes me happy im able to support this dev and his wonderful games inspried by his childhood. If you are looking for
a good old-school hard shmup then look no further. Absolutely love the art. Just looking at this damn thing is a treat for me. Oh,
but the gameplay, yeah it's hard as hell, even at the beginning. This is not bejeweled, I don't know what this monster is, but it
kicks my♥♥♥♥♥ A lot. So yeah, you match things, you're limited by 'cycles','battery' and your HP. So a lot of crap to keep
track of. The critters all have their own special perks, such as moving a random direction every turn, and probably more
difficult nonsense as the game goes on. By the way you can't really see them as you play, you better have a lot of compasses or
some good luck. It's fun. If it isn't to you then this just isn't your kind of game or your kind of cute. I assume this game targets a
very niche audience. If nothing in the video impresses you, don't bother buying. Otherwise, to my niche bretheren: Well you've
probably bought it already haven't you?. Fun and easy to 100% Its a short and relaxing game where you have to get the blue
circle onto the green platform and keep it there for a few seconds, it has nice Achievements, Trading Cards and also contains a
Free DLC!!!
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Fun game, wack compared to ds1 and ds3 tho. Still good. Colorful and light-hearted P&C game! Like it a lot! 8/10. stay away.
this game has as much appeal as a hit on the head!. This game ranges from a little bit tough to incredibly easy (with mana
regen). I played the original Enchanted Cave and the web browser version of Enchanted Cave 2, and I'm happy to support the
developer with a few of my dollars for all the hours of entertainment these games have given me. The Enchanted Cave is not
perfect, but it's worth the price. Combat is really simple and repetitive, and there's not much to the story, but it is somehow so
easy to spend hours and hours playing this game. I've payed much more for games I've enjoyed much less.. I cannot think of a
game that would be better served by removing all of its story and cutscenes. I could write paragraphs over every line of dialogue
that made me cringe or made me think "that's dumb", but the biggest indictment comes at the very end of the game (heavy
spoilers):

It's revealed that all of the earthquakes, monster attacks, and Iskan fever occur because Altago has lost its "balance" (whatever
that means), and the Root of All Existence has to reset the world (ie kill everything and then have it reborn). This process occurs
every 200 years or so. At the end of the game you kill the Root of All Existence and... everything goes back to normal. The
balance is restored anyway, the entire ritual was unnecessary. Don't tell me that's not a contradiction.

Gameplay-wise, the newer additions only serve to annoy. In previous Ys games, you would buy equipment and find them in
chests. In this game, you still do this, but getting end-game gear and medicine requires synthesis, which is like buying except
you need to farm the ingredients. This is just adding a step. It doesn't make it more fun; it just takes longer.

Fighting monsters is fun, jumping around spamming skills and dodging monster attacks is still like it is in every Ys game. But
does the game NEED to STOP and SHOW me a new area, having the camera pan over the land and monsters I'm about to fight?
Just let me DO these things, stop wasting my TIME. And while I'm on the subject, having to stand still to heal is still not a good
idea, this shouldn't be a thing.

This is the weakest entry in the Ys series. Either Ys I, Origin, or Felghana are the best. It's still a Ys game, so if you just want
more Ys then it's fine, I guess, but I can only hope this isn't a sign of things to come for Ys 8.

Two out of five Lennys
( ͡͡ ° ͜ʖ ͡ °) ( ͡͡ ° ͜ʖ ͡ °) ( ) ( ) ( ). Oh dear no. Unusual for sure but please try a demo or just the prologue before buying, it's really not
for everyone.

Pretty sure this is a unique title: a badly-translated French visual novel♥♥♥♥♥game that uses a sort of RPG-lite mechanic to
further a story about grief and trauma and all sorts of mental tribulations: it's certainly an acquired taste. I'm afraid it didn't grab
me at all, it's sooo slow and the ball-achingly pretentious 'poetic' writing made me want to throw up.

YMMV however and it's worth a go if very cheap.. Not as nice graphics as Age of Wonders 3, but this is slightly more
charming. Possibly the most charming game ever written. "What do you mean?" Well I mean the audio voice acting is silly and
fun, and the artwork is fairy tale and whimsical, and the animations are just a little primitive.

The UI is a little dated. For example switching between cities is tedious (there's no "next" button), but for the most part the UI
isn't overtly bad (I've played much worse).

The gameplay is similar to the original Master of Magic especially the tactical battles.

Bang for the buck is sky high.. Q49PQ-7TDMV-GR4V4 - Enjoy. At least one of you. Interesting premise! Right off the bat you
meet some wonderfully quirky characters, and already the play is great!
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